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GANTRY BRACKET KITS
USER MANUAL
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XYMNE60E60K - Centered Plate Kit

Tools

Hex Wrenches

Tighten

Example

Tighten
TOOLS

HEX WRENCHES

EXAMPLE

TIGHTEN

TIGHTEN

REPEAT STEPS

XYNTE60E60OK - Offset Plate Kit
XYMNT60E60OLK - Long Offset Plate Kit

TOOLS

HEX WRENCHES

EXAMPLE

TIGHTEN
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TIGHTEN

4

REPEAT STEPS
XYMNTE60E60BSK - Side Mounted Plate Kit

1. TOOLS
   - HEX WRENCH
   - SOCKET WRENCH

2. TIGHTEN

3. LEAVE NUTS LOOSE

4. SLIDE ACTUATOR T-SLOTS OVER NUTS

5. TIGHTEN

6. REPEAT STEPS
TOOLS

HEX WRENCH

1.

XYMNT60E60CK - Carriage Facing Carriage Plate Kit

TIGHTEN

2.

3.

TIGHTEN

4.

5.

TIGHTEN

6.

7.

TIGHTEN

8.

EXAMPLE
XYMNT60E604338K - Carriage to Z
Carriage Bracket Kit

TOOLS

HEX WRENCH

TIGHTEN

EXAMPLE
XZMNT60E60K - Z Base Mounted Bracket Kit

1. **TOOLS**
   - HEX WRENCH

2. **TIGHTEN**

3. **TIGHTEN**

4. **EXAMPLE**
   - ![Bracket Kit Diagram](image-url)
XZMNT60E60K - Z Base Mounted Bracket Kit (Alternate Mounting)

TOOLS

HEX WRENCH

TIGHTEN

EXAMPLE
XYMNE60E60SQRK - Multi-Use Bracket Kit (Alternate Mounting)

TOOLS

1

HEX WRENCH

2

3

TIGHTEN

4

EXAMPLE

TIGHTEN
MOTION SOLUTIONS FROM BISHOP-WISECARVER ARE LIMITED ONLY BY YOUR IMAGINATION

Components & Accessories
- DualVee®
- MadeWell®
- GV3
- SL2
- PRT2
- HDS2
- HDRT
- MCS
- Motor Mounts
- Gantry Brackets
- Wrenches

Manual Linear Guide Systems
- DualVee®
- UtiliTrak®
- MinVee®
- GV3
- Simple Select®
- SL2
- HDS2
- MHD
- HTS

Actuated Linear Guide Systems
- LoPro®
- XLA™
- ECO60™
- SlickStick™
- SteadyRail™
- HDLS
- HDCS
- PDU2
- DAPDU2
- SBD
- PSD
- SDM
- DLS

Rotary Guide Systems
- PRT2
- DTS2
- DTS
- ALR
- HDRT
- 1-Trak
- GFX

Custom Solutions
- Extruded Profile Guides
- Custom Bearings
- Custom Subassemblies
- Engineering Services
- Large Diameter Ring Guides and Track
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